
 

Apr 15, 2022 

 

His Excellency Joe Biden 

President  

The United States of America 

 

Letter of Protest 

 

I encountered the news that your country enforced the subcritical nuclear 

experiments at Nevada National Security Site in June and September of last year. 

 

Our City declared “Nuclear-free and Peace City” in 1982. Since then, we have 

conveyed the horror of nuclear weapons and sufferings of atomic bomb survivors to 

people of the world. Also, we have desired the abolishment of nuclear weapons and 

eternal peace with people of the world who love peace, to prevent further tragedies 

that have occurred in Hiroshima and Nagasaki. 

 

Your actions are not a path to the abolition of nuclear weapons, but a sing of 

maintenance and control of nuclear weapons. I am extremely regrettable. I think 

nuclear powers including your country have the responsibility to contribute to 

abolish nuclear weapons to make the world peace and stability. 

 

I hope that your country will take a leadership role in the nuclear ban, and on 

behalf of the citizens of Narashino City, I strongly protest and demand to stop all 

the nuclear tests from now on for the sake of the global abolishment of nuclear 

weapons and the realization of eternal peace. 

 

     Taisuke Miyamoto 

     Mayor 

     The City of Narashino 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Apr 15, 2022 

 

His Excellency Rahm Emanuel 

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 

Embassy of the United States of America 

 

Letter of Protest 

 

I encountered the news that your country enforced the subcritical nuclear 

experiments at Nevada National Security Site in June and September of last year. 

 

Our City declared “Nuclear-free and Peace City” in 1982. Since then, we have 

conveyed the horror of nuclear weapons and sufferings of atomic bomb survivors to 

people of the world. Also, we have desired the abolishment of nuclear weapons and 

eternal peace with people of the world who love peace, to prevent further tragedies 

that have occurred in Hiroshima and Nagasaki. 

 

Your actions are not a path to the abolition of nuclear weapons, but a sing of 

maintenance and control of nuclear weapons. I am extremely regrettable. I think 

nuclear powers including your country have the responsibility to contribute to 

abolish nuclear weapons to make the world peace and stability. 

 

I hope that your country will take a leadership role in the nuclear ban, and on 

behalf of the citizens of Narashino City, I strongly protest and demand to stop all 

the nuclear tests from now on for the sake of the global abolishment of nuclear 

weapons and the realization of eternal peace. 

 

     Taisuke Miyamoto 

     Mayor 

     The City of Narashino 

 


